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Extended abstract. Side-channel analysis is an important concern for the se-
curity of cryptographic implementations, and may lead to powerful key recovery
attacks if no countermeasures are deployed. Therefore, various types of protec-
tion mechanisms have been proposed over the last 20 years. In view of the cost
and performance overheads caused by these protections, their fair evaluation is
a primary concern for hardware and software designers. Yet, the physical nature
of side-channel analysis also renders the security evaluation of cryptographic im-
plementations very different than the one of cryptographic algorithms against
mathematical cryptanalysis. That is, while the latter can be quantified based
on (well-defined) time, data and memory complexities, the evaluation of side-
channel analysis additionally requires to quantify the informativeness and ex-
ploitability of the physical leakages. This implies that a part of these security
evaluations is inherently heuristic and dependent on engineering expertise.

The development of sound tools allowing designers and evaluation laborato-
ries to deal with this challenge was one of the main objectives of the CRASH
project funded by the European Research Council. In this talk, I will survey a
number of results we obtained in this direction, starting with concrete evaluation
methodologies that are well-adapted to the investigation of current embedded
devices, and following with emerging trends for future implementations. Quite
naturally, a large number of researchers and teams have worked on similar di-
rections. For each of the topics discussed, I will add a couple of references to
publications that I found inspiring/relevant. The list is (obviously) incomplete
and only reflects my personal interests. I apologize in advance for omissions.

1. Concrete evaluation methodologies. Side-channel analyses against cryp-
tographic implementations can be viewed as a combination of several informal
steps, next denoted as measurement & pre-processing, prediction & modeling,
exploitation and post-processing. They can also be classified based on the adver-
sarial capabilities. In particular, the literature generally suggests two important
categories of attacks, namely profiled attacks (where the adversary can use a de-
vice he fully controls – meaning including the secret key and possibly randomness
– in order to gain understanding of the target implementation leakages) and non-
profiled attacks (where the adversary can only access a target device holding the
secret key to recover). In this respect, our results are as follows.



A. The profiling separation. In practice, non-profiled attacks can be viewed as
more realistic, since adversaries do not always have access to a profiling device.
Therefore, a fundamental question regarding the evaluation of leaking devices is
whether performing non-profiled attacks only is sufficient to state sound conclu-
sions regarding susceptibility to side-channel analysis. We answered this ques-
tion negatively in [69]. Defining a generic strategy as one which is able to recover
secret information from side-channel leakages without any a-priori assumption
about the target devices’ physical characteristics, we showed that (strictly de-
fined) such strategies cannot succeed in general. This implies that there exist de-
vices (leakage characteristics) which can only be evaluated soundly by performing
profiled attacks. Yet, we also showed that a minor relaxation of the strict defini-
tion of generic strategies, incorporating non-device-specific-intuitions, produces
generic-emulating strategies able to succeed against a wide range of targets (an
approach that we followed in [66]). Hence, these results suggest profiled attacks
as the method of choice for side-channel security evaluations, since (i) they are
strictly necessary, (ii) they lead to a better understanding of the leakage charac-
teristics and (iii) they allow worst-case complexity estimates (which non-profiled
adversaries can usually approach with generic-emulating strategies).

Related works. The COSADE 2014 paper by Reparaz et al. offers a critical
view of this separation and discusses its impact in practical scenarios [55].

B. The heuristic vs. optimal separation. Based on the previous four (informal)
steps, another important question regarding the evaluation of leaking devices
is whether one can guarantee that (at least some of) these steps are optimal.
Following the standard cryptographic approach, a perfectly sound evaluation
indeed requires to determine the worst-case attack complexities, which implies
to consider the most powerful adversaries (and again suggests profiled attacks
are preferable for this purpose). But in view of the physical nature of the attacks,
theoretical guarantees of optimality seem hard to reach. Interestingly, we could
show that excepted for the measurement and pre-processing step of the attacks
(which is indeed inherently heuristic), it is possible to guarantee that the other
steps are “close enough to optimal” (or optimal), as we discuss next.

Step 1. Measurement & pre-processing. This step typically includes the design
of low-noise Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs) and probes, filtering the measure-
ments, dimensionality reduction and the detection of Points of Interest (POIs)
in leakage traces. As just mentioned, such tasks are essentially heuristic and
highly depend on engineering skills. In this respect, it is important to note that
even without guarantees of optimality, it is always possible to compare two so-
lutions for the measurement and pre-processing of the leakages, using the other
attack/evaluation steps described next. Public – ideally open source – measure-
ment platforms are an interesting ingredient for this purpose. Quite naturally,
the same holds for statistical signal processing and machine learning tools. As
part of the CRASH project, we paid attention to filtering with Singular Spec-
trum Analysis [48], projection pursuits as an alternative to Principal Component
Analysis (PCA [1]) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA [59]) for dimension-



ality reduction / detection of POIs in side-channel attacks [22], improved leakage
detection tests based on a simple partitioning of the side-channel measurements
for fast (yet preliminary) security assessment [19], and the removal of random
delays from software implementations using hidden Markov models [18].

Related works. [39, 58] for leakage detection, [11, 35, 2, 36] for concrete issues
in the application of side-channel attacks and [10] for dimensionality reduction.

Step 2. Prediction & modeling. Given some public input X to the target device,
a secret parameter K and the physical leakages L, most side-channel attacks re-
quire an estimation of the conditional probability distribution P̂r[K|X,L] (or a
simplification of this distribution to some of its moments), usually denoted as the
model. This is an essential step of the security evaluations that highly relates to
the previously mentioned separation between non-profiled and profiled attacks.
More precisely, fair evaluations ideally require exploiting a perfect leakage model
(to extract all the available information). But since such perfect models are gen-
erally unknown, density estimation techniques have to be used to approximate
the leakage distribution. This raises the fundamental problem that all security
evaluations are potentially biased by both estimation and assumption errors.
At Eurocrypt 2014, we proposed first leakage certification tools allowing evalu-
ators to verify that their models are good enough [21]. That is, while knowing
the distance between an estimated model and the optimal one is impossible in
general, it is possible to verify that given number of leakages available for eval-
uation, any improvement of the (possibly imperfect) estimated model will be
negligible. Technically, this requires checking that given this number of leakages,
the model assumption errors are small enough in front of the model estimation
errors, which amounts to test the hypothesis that the model is correct. At CHES
2016, we then described simpler leakage certification tools, which came at the
cost of a couple of heuristic assumptions on the leakage distributions [20].

Related works. A complementary issue to leakage certification is templates
portability / robust profiling [23, 12, 67]. Note that nothing prevents using cer-
tification tools to test a model built with one device against another device.

Step 3. Exploitation. Given a leakage model P̂r[K|X,L], most side-channel anal-
yses are based on a divide-and-conquer strategy. In this context, the optimal
solution is easy to implement and just corresponds to maximizing the likelihood
of the key (bytes) given the observed leakages, which is the standard approach
for profiled attacks. Interestingly, we could show that in the context of unpro-
tected implementations, several of the published distinguishers are in fact equally
efficient to perform key recovery attacks [37, 14]. By contrast, in the case of im-
plementations protected with masking or shuffling, only the Bayesian (maximum
likelihood) distinguisher guarantees optimal results [60, 64].

Besides, an alternative and (theoretically) more powerful strategy to per-
form key recoveries based on physical leakages is to consider analytical attacks.
The first (algebraic) attempts in this direction were generally limited in their
applicability because of their low tolerance to measurement noise [52, 53]. As
part of the CRASH project, we developed new solutions to better deal with this



noise limitation, based on alternative descriptions of the key recovery problem
as optimization or soft decoding problems [45, 63]. The latter one is particularly
relevant to evaluation laboratories since it can deal with any level of noise, and
exhibits a constant improvement over divide-and-conquer attacks [27].

Related works. Multi-target attacks can be viewed as an alternative between
simple (single-target) divide-and-conquer attacks and anaytical ones [40].

Step 4. Post-processing. The outcome of a divide-and-conquer attack is typically
shaped as lists of probabilities or scores for each of the target key bytes. If this
outcome is such that the correct key byte is always rated first, then the attack
is directly successful (which happens when a sufficient amount of measurements
is available to the adversary). If not, the adversary can trade measurements for
time and perform key enumeration, which allows testing whether the correct key
is within reach given his computational power. Our first contribution in this di-
rection was an optimal key enumeration algorithm published at SAC 2012 [61].
One possible limitation of key enumeration is that in case the result of the enu-
meration is negative (i.e., the key is not recovered), it does not provide any hint
about the computational security of the key: is it close to computational reach
(e.g., with rank 245 while we performed enumeration up to rank 240) or close
to a standard cryptographic key sizes (e.g., 280 − 2100)? In order to deal with
this issue, we introduced a first key rank estimation algorithm allowing “security
evaluations beyond computing power” at Eurocrypt 2013 [62]. Following these
initial works, we then proposed much simplified algorithms for both key enu-
meration and rank estimation. More precisely, in a FSE 2015 paper we showed
that is it possible to estimate the rank of a block cipher key with very tight
bounds (e.g., with less than one bit of accuracy) almost instantaneously, using
simple tools such as histograms and convolutions [26]. In a CHES 2016 paper,
we then extended the use of these tools to a key enumeration algorithm that is
parallelizable and allows easy distribution of the key testing among various hard-
ware and software computing platforms [47]. In a complementary line of work,
we finally discussed the pros and cons of various approaches to rank estimation,
together with the efficiency gains that can be obtained by replacing the previous
approximations by simple(r) bounds based on easier-to-estimate metrics [46]. In
the same paper, we again put forward the interest of a (profiled) probabilistic
approach to allow the optimal post-processing of the attack outcomes.

Related works. [6] presents an alternative (similarly efficient) key ranking al-
gorithm. [38] proposed the first parallel key enumeration algorithm.

Wrapping up & cautionary note. The previous separation results allow a better
understanding of the necessary steps in side-channel security evaluations, to-
gether with a systematic view of the possible sources of sub-optimality which
may lead evaluators to over-estimate the security of their implementations. For
Steps 2, 3 and 4, we additionally provided tools allowing them to avoid such a
false sense of security. These tools typically allow evaluators to estimate security
graphs (i.e., plots of the attacks success rate in function of their measurement and
time complexity) for any implementation. Yet, and despite these progresses, it is



important to note that all concrete security evaluations remain highly dependent
on measurements and & pre-processing. That is, if an adversary/evaluator does
a selection of POIs that ignores critical information, or does not filter a parasitic
frequency and models it as noise, the next evaluation steps will not be able to
correct this. Hence, and quite naturally, such a more established methodology
has to be combined with continuous progresses in order to develop tools able
to capture increasingly protected implementations, for which the exploitation of
the leakages may require to deal with high-dimensional and high-order statis-
tics. Finding solutions allowing adversaries/evaluators to deal with such complex
settings is an important scope for further research on side-channel analysis.

Related works. [41, 5] illustrate that high-dimensions and high-order attacks
become increasingly important as implementations become better protected.

2. Future trends. One emerging drawback of the concrete approaches to phys-
ical security evaluations is that they are essentially based on mounting attacks
(or detecting biases). Yet, and as security levels increase, their direct evaluation
with sufficient statistical confidence will soon become untractable. For example,
think about an implementation that guarantees a computational security of 280

after the observation of 280 measurements. In order to evaluate its security, we
foresee two trends that we illustrate with the masking countermeasure.

A. Exploiting (tight) proofs. The (measurement) security of a masked implemen-
tation theoretically increases exponentially with the number of shares, given that
the leakage of each share is sufficiently noisy and independent. In practice, it
means that if a designer is able to quantify this noise condition and guaran-
tee independence, he can evaluate the security of a masked implementation by
evaluating the leakage of a single share (which is roughly as easy as evaluating
an unprotected implementation) rather than that of their combination (a task
for which the complexity is exponential in the number of shares). A seed re-
sult in this direction was published at Eurocrypt 2015 [16, 17]. We believe that
evaluations based on tight proofs will be increasingly relevant in the future.

Related works. Models to analyze masked implementations include the probing
model and the noisy leakage model [31, 51]. In a very important piece of work,
Duc et al. showed probing security implies noisy leakage security (under some
conditions discussed in the paper) [15]. Simplified tools allowing faster security
evaluations but specialized to certain popular distinguishers include [13, 34].

B. Security without obscurity. A positive artifact of masked (serial) implementa-
tions is that the number of POIs that have to be identified by an adversary also
increases exponentially with the number shares. Yet, contrary to the noise con-
dition that guarantees high measurement complexity, these POIs are typically
a long-term secret that depend on the adversarial knowledge about the imple-
mentation. A single leak of this secret (e.g., the implementation source code)
may completely annihilate its impact. In this respect, it is naturally advisable to
design security mechanisms that are not based on such hard to quantify secrets,
but only on a sound combination of reproducible (empirically verifiable) physical



assumptions and mathematical amplification. Since security without obscurity
is also the best (and probably only) setting in which security proofs can be
established, we believe it will also become increasingly relevant in the future.

Other results. For completeness, we list a number of other results related to
the fair evaluation of side-channel attacks obtained during the CRASH project.
First, we used our tools and methodology to evaluate the impact of technology
scaling on the side-channel resistance of cryptographic implementations, e.g.,
variability [54] and static leakages [49]. Second, we analyzed (pseudo) generic
distinguishers in [3, 65], which are typical candidate tools to manipulate high-
dimension and high-order leakages. Third, we investigated collision attacks as
an alternative path between divide-and-conquer and analytical attacks [24].

Other related works. The exploitability of static leakages in side-channel anal-
ysis was first put forward in [42]. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test has been studied
in [68] as an alternative (pseudo) generic distinguisher. There is a wide literature
on side-channel collision attacks. Recent examples include [43, 7]. Finally, and in
a recent line of papers, standard side-channel distinguishers have been revisited
thanks to a theoretical framework where the leakage function is fixed (i.e., in
a so-called simulated attack setting). This brings a complementary view to the
concrete setting where most of the efforts are put on finding the right leakage
model, and a maximum likelihood strategy is applied afterwards. The authors
showed that as long as the assumed leakage function is close to the ones observed
in practice, the standard distinguishers / dimensionality reductions previously
proposed in the literature are indeed close to optimal [29, 9, 8].
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